
 

 

EXPANDING your 
BlueWater 

 BlueWater Weekend 20/21 August 2016 

The BlueWater Weekend has again been arranged at CA House this year but with a revised format. We are 

reducing the number of speakers presenting on the Saturday to allow a more in depth presentation and  time for 

questions and answers. On Sunday the talk will start at 10.30 followed by questions and pre-lunch drinks. Lunch 

will follow with the day finishing around 14.30 

Saturday Long Distance Sailing Seminar  

Starting at 09.00, (Registration and coffee/tea from 08.30) is a full day of presentations dealing with the practical 

aspects of sailing long distances, with advice and help on ways to prepare yourself, your crew and your yacht for the 

trip. Our speakers are CA members or specialists in their field who have been selected for their extensive Blue Water 

and /or technical expertise. 

Mark Seton of G-comm starts the day by updating us on satellite communications, showing us the benefits of and 

dispelling our concerns with using the Iridium GO.  

Oliver Warr of Fuel Care will be advising us how best to keep the dreaded ‘fuel bug’ out of diesel tanks and how to 

deal with removal if you pick up contaminated fuel.  

Suzie and Robin Roots provide the benefit of their extensive Blue Water sailing experience and advice on preparing, 

refitting & upgrading the yacht for ocean passages and suggesting essential extra ocean cruising kit.  

Julia Horner will advise on Provisioning and cooking for long distance voyages and other crew care matters 

Ray Kay Rig and sails your driving force. How to select the right ones and care for them to get you there. 

 Jon Boon will round off the day by giving a practical overview and demonstrations to prepare you for dealing with 

Medical Emergencies at Sea 

The cost of the seminar on Saturday is £27 for members and £45 for non-members, this includes refreshments on arrival and 

during the day and buffet lunch. Non members can obtain discounted CA membership by joining on the day with a Direct 

Debit payment.             

                                    You can book for the Seminar by going to http://thecaevents.eventbrite.co.uk  

Attendance at the seminar is limited by the capacity of the venue so book early to ensure your place. If you would like further 

information on the Saturday seminar email bluewatersec@gmail.com 

There are a limited number of cabins still available for attendees, contact CA House (020 7537 2828) to reserve your cabin 
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